
OPIS Global Carbon Offsets Report 

Manage commitments to carbon neutrality and gain 
visibility into voluntary carbon markets and net-zero 
strategies with a fair-price index.

OPIS Global Carbon Offsets Report helps sellers unlock 
investment potential and allows buyers to purchase with 
confidence knowing the market’s fair price.

Market Challenge 
 
The commitment to carbon neutrality continues to grow as 
corporations and jurisdictions chart a course for net-zero and airlines 
prepare for CORSIA compliance. A lack of price transparency hinders 
market players in trading carbon offset credits fairly and makes 
securing future project finance more difficult. Voluntary carbon-
market buyers and sellers need trusted benchmark assessments 
for offset credits produced by projects that reduce emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+) as well for carbon 
offsets eligible for the CORSIA program.

Benefits

How We Help  
 
OPIS Global Carbon Offsets Report meets the demand for transparent 
voluntary carbon market pricing. A daily PDF provides full-day 
physical assessments for 27 voluntary carbon offset credits and 10 
compliance carbon offset credits, including REDD+, CORSIA Eligible 
Offsets and California Carbon Offsets. This report serves as a key 
benchmark across the industry, supporting market participants in 
contract negotiations, investment decisions and supply agreement 
structuring. In addition to price assessments, you get breaking 
news, a transaction deal log and insight into market trends and 
fundamentals affecting supply and demand.

Discover the baseline cost for providing 
environmental services to counterparties

Obtain fair-market value for offset credits 
acquired in the OTC market

Secure investment for new and existing emissions reduction 
projects using a transparent pricing index

Determine the cost impact of climate initiatives 
aligned with Paris Agreement goals

Agree on a fair price premium for retiring carbon credits to 
attain carbon neutrality in the fuel supply chain

Stay informed on nature-based project developments 
and offset credits issuances

Maximize value by referencing OPIS carbon offset 
credits prices in supply contracts

See a complete view of the California Carbon Offsets (CCO) 
markets, including price assessments for offsets that have a 
direct environmental benefit in the state (DEBS CCO)

For more information, visit opisnet.com

Request a free trial

888.301.2645 | 301.284.2000 
energycs@opisnet.com

Who We Help

Fuel Buyers & Sellers

Project Developers

Traders

Transportation

Net-Zero Buyers

Brokers/Consultants

Researchers/Analysts

Jurisdictional Agencies

http://opisnet.com


OPIS Global Carbon Offsets Report | Key Features

Carbon Offsets Trades Deal Log 
provides a 30-day record of 
confirmed transactions in the 
offset credits market

Daily physical assessments for 
voluntary carbon offset credits and 
compliance carbon offset credits

Carbon Neutral Fuels Index provides 
daily assessments for the cost of 
offsetting combustion emissions 
to zero for 18 standard liquids and 
gaseous fuels as well as eight 
International

For more information, visit opisnet.com

 •OPIS Voluntary REDD+ Credits: produced 
by nature-based projects for Reducing 
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation

 •OPIS CEO (CORSIA Eligible Offsets): 
reflects methodologies specified by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) for assets that comply with the 
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme 
for International Aviation program CORSIA 
Eligible Offsets (CEO) price assessment

 •OPIS Core Carbon Credits (OPIS CCP): 
reflects trading for standard carbon 
credits, including CORSIA eligible credits, 
REDD+ credits and other AFLOU credits

 •OPIS Climate, Community & Biodiversity 
Standards (OPIS CCB): reflects the 
co-benefits price premium for Verified 
Carbon Units (VCUs) that are certified 
by Verra’s Climate, Community & 
Biodiversity Standards Program

 •California Carbon Offsets: (OPIS CCO) and 
CCO with a Direct Environmental Benefit 
in the state (OPIS DEBS CCO)

http://opisnet.com

